
At the meeting on September 3rd, we launched Eco 
Bricks project. As was explained by Arusha, Ecobricks
will be a useful outlet for materials (food wrappers, 
multi-layer packaging) that otherwise lands up into 
already overflowing landfills.   The beauty of this 
project is that it allows us to do something 
meaningful for the environment by generating 
“wealth” from waste.  The project l also help sensitize 
the young minds of our Interactors and  Rotartactors
to the environmental menace and what they can do 
about it. Lastly but not the least this project aligns 
very well with the newest Rotary Focus area: 
Environment. If we are able to generate sufficient 
number of bottles, we can help create a nice 
structure /mural in a school or in a housing 
society or some such public place.  So I 
request all the metropolitans to whole-
heartedly partici-pate in this 
project. Please do motivate 
your family members /
neighbors to take 
part. It has been 
almost six 
months
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My Dear Metropolitans,

For the month of September, Rotary focus is on 
Literacy and last week’s meeting is focused on 
teacher’s amongst us Metropolitans. Because of the 
COVID situation, all of us have had to make 
adjustments in our professional & personal lives, and 
teachers are no exception. That was to hear their 
experiences on how they have professionally 
adjusted to the COVID world. 

On September 6th, we concluded our Wildlife week. 
We had two excellent presentations during the  week. 
In addition, throughout the week, we had many 
excellent posts on our FB page, YouTube Channel. 
Through all this we learned many new things about 
creatures, large & small, below water, on ground & in 
the air. Our WhatsApp group & FB page also attracted 
many non-Rotarians. So not only we got to learn 
many new things, but we also served the cause of 
Rotary’s public image building. 

In the last bulletin I had written about the ICU 
upgradation global grant project for which we still 
need to raise about Rs 20 lakhs. Please send us 
contacts of potential donors that we can approach for 
funding this worthwhile cause. 

since the new “normal” began for all of us. 
Yogeshree & me, confined to the house would have 
been a nerve-wrecking experience, but for
Metro & Rotary which are keeping us 
busy and keeping us connected, 
getting used to the new normal 
otherwise would have been 
excruciatingly painful.  

As always stay 
safe & take 
care. 

Ann Sangita Sontakke
shared photo of 

her ecobrick



P                    Paul Harris Fellow + 4

President Makarand hands over of PHF 
+ 4 pin to Rtn Manjusha Bhave
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BASIC EDUCATION AND LITERACY by Radhika Keskar
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The aim of basic education is to make the learner read, write, count and 

communicate. If we do not give enough importance to this stage, it leads to 

insecurities in the individual and large inefficiencies in the economy. Japan’s 

remarkable rapid rise in economic development is attributed to its strong basic 

education. South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, China and Hong Kong have strong 

remedial programs in primary schools to close learning gaps. It will be noticed that 

all these countries who laid great stress on basic education, later became high 

growth economies. Wide-spread participation in global economy will be difficult to 

achieve, if citizens cannot read or write or produce according to specification. 

The Rotary Foundation enables Rotarians to ensure that all people have sustainable 
access to basic education and literacy by:

• Involving the community to support programs that strengthen the capacity of 
communities to provide basic education and literacy to all;

• Increasing adult literacy in communities;

• Working to reduce gender disparity in education;

• Supporting studies for career-minded professionals related to basic education 
and literacy.

In India, Rotary clubs have embarked upon a literacy mission that can be described 
with the acronym TEACH.

The Rotary India Literacy Mission (RILM) objectives are Total literacy and Quality 
Education in India. To achieve that RILM have designed a comprehensive program 
called "T-E-A-C-H“.
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T                            The baton for the key District project over de-addiction was taken up by our 
own                      own club under the guidance of PP Dr Madhavi Mehendaley, as chairperson 
for for the District Deaddiction Team. The prime component of this project is the 

the monthly lecture series with domain experts, which is being organised by 
our our club. Being very charged and conscious of its responsibilities towards 
society, society, many RCPM members came forward to help in the innovative virtual 
lecture lecture series on de-addiction, the first of which was held with the famous 
Psychiatrist Dr Anand Nadkarni. While PP Madhavi led the way, critical technical support was 
provided by PP Rtn Deepak Bodhani and Nileema, Rtn Uday Subedar, Rotarian couple Nayana
and Rahul Joshi and Rtn Rajan Erande. Convenor Rtn Shilpa Choudhary was constantly on the 
phone to ensure that things came together, and the virtual event was successful. She must 
have missed many breakfasts over this! Service Project Director Rtn Vandana Paranjpe was a 
constant source of support, checking out whether more help was needed from our club and 
guiding and giving valuable suggestions. Public Image Director Rtn Varsha Dawale took able 
charge of promoting the event on social media and as usual promptly ensured comprehensive 
and interesting updates on our Facebook page. From the District, Rtn PP Jignesh Shah
personally toiled to make a good video of the proceedings and ensured that the event went 
live as planned. Rtn PP Sonal Patwardhan was also involved in the planning.

Dr Nadkarni’s talk was very well received. RCPM had partnered with MES’s Institute of
Management and Career Courses and Rotaract Club of Electrical Engineering Department of 
Modern College of Engineering. This ensured that many of the target beneficiaries, that is the 
youth, participated and benefited from this webinar. 

The interaction with Dr Nadkarni indicated that the young generation that looks for adventure, 
experimentation or is under peer pressure is more susceptible to falling into the trap of 

substance dependence and addiction. Parents, friends, 
role models like athletes, other achievers and movie 
personalities have great impact on young minds during 
impressionable age. Guidance to children should begin 
at anearly age to minimize possibility of addiction in 
later years. Dr Nadkarni opined that deaddiction cannot 
be achieved by moralistic or judgmental approach; it 
requires empathy for which the older generation should 
align with the younger generation. Various possible 
treatments like physical, psychiatric and psychological 
are more effective when the addicted person gets 
motivated to quit the habit. 

Dr Nadkarni also gave valuable tips on how to recognize 
if a child is getting addicted, how to open a dialogue 
and how to provide treatment if need arises. He also 
pointed out that acceptance or rejection by the society of any addictive 
substance is a major factor for spread or control.

He emphasized the need for empathy with firmness in treating addiction and quoted ‘There is 
no hopeless case of addiction’. He recommended that Educational Institutions, NGOs like 
Rotary and the society at large should come together for a concerted approach to the 
problem. 
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RCPM hosts live talk show with Dr Anand Nadkarni 
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- by Rtn. Dileep Paranjpye

Forthcoming Programmes

17th September: Tete-a-tete with singer Madhura Datar 24th September: Special program by shiledars
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On 3rd September, Nachiket Utpat, a young, dynamic and passionate forest 
lover took us to the virtual tour of Forests. Though he is a Computer Man, his 
passion for the wildlife makes him stand out of the crowd.

His presentation was beautiful. He explained the differences and similarities of 
Afrasian animals and birds with Asian and specifically Indian species, touching 
upon the continental drift to reason out the logic of the similarities. 

Nachiket talked about Leapords, Neelgaay, Zebras, Giraffes, Rhinos 
and many other animals and of course our favourites Tigers and Lions.

He also touched upon bird species like Grey headed fishgul, spoon bill, Hooper, 
lapwing and the bird which I had never heard of was Secretary Bird from Africa!!!

He expressed some concern about the safety of these animals too. His message was 
that the earth is large enough for all to share, but mankind's heart is not large 
enough to care....

The lively and realistic session with Nachiket made us look forward to having a 
real tour very soon!!
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‘AFRASIA’, Nachiket Utpat’s talk show on ‘African Asian Jungles’

- By Ann. Sangeeta Sontakke

“And into the forest I go, to lose my mind and find my soul!“ - John Muir





Animals are most graceful in their natural habitat. Although, well fed in cages of 

zoos or in well controlled jungles, their beauty oozes out in real open and free 

environment. We witnessed the majestic way of their life in National Reserve 

Park of Masai Mara, Kenya.

Although, admonished and warned of kidnapping, ambushing or mugging by 

locals we ventured to go their way back in year 2000. No doubt, one must visit 

Africa to see real wildlife. Our apprehensions increased when at Nairobi airport 

itself we were warned not to get out of our minibus on way to Narok 250 km and 

6 hours away from airport and to our beautiful accommodation designed and 

owned by Prince Aga Khan. On way, even at petrol filling station we were not 

allowed to get out walking around or to pick up a wristwatch on back seat.

We went everyday twice, morning evening to safaris in 

open Jeep. Saw most beautiful animals, particularly big five Masai Mara is 

famous for – lion, leopard, rhino, elephant and buffalo. Masai is open grass 

land so one can view animals very clearly unlike in forested jungles. Besides 

also saw hundreds of zebras, elephants in group of 20s, deer, gazelle, hippo, 

giraffes just to name a few. 

‘Masai Mara Adventure’ by PP Jayant Bokil
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Saw a large family of a lion, 2/3 lioness and 

5/6 cubs relaxing under trees presumably after a hearty 

meal. The best treat was a mother cheetah training her 

cubs to make a kill. Unfortunately, one cub spoilt the 

adventure due to over enthusiasm as it moved a little 

too quickly, although, mother had set the trap well, but 

the fox made its escape through little opening left. The 

speed with which they attacked gave us glimpse of their 

swiftness and why they are considered fastest animal. 

They all were barely 2 or 3 feet away from our Jeep. 

We also had glimpse of life emerging in no time. 

Returning to hotel after evening safari after pouring rain 

we were shocked to see baby frogs literally laid carpet 

all along till our room, with no place to step on without 

hurting them. We were also admonished for sauntering 

out of electrified barbed wire campus which was to 

protect visitors from animal’s entry into premises as 

animals can attack anytime. Going around in Nairobi we 

were told is dangerous. Even for shopping, we were 

escorted “properly”, shop was opened only for us after 

due verification and locked after our entry.
In more ways it was very venturesome trip indeed. 

- PP Jayant Bokil
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